
Note: This translation is only for a better understanding of the non-English text.  
Wherever you find the word ‘English’ in the text it is only a placeholder for the desired language ! 

English operator guidance for HP 50 G and HP 49 G Plus 
 
Through the help of this software the use of your HP 50 G or HP 49 G Plus becomes a child’s play. All menus and 
functions appear in English making the usage of the calculator easier. No more need for cumbersome translations of 
technical terms. You save time while getting familiar with the calculator and will be more productive in using it. 
The software is delivered on a SD card to subsequently use with the calculator for your own storage needs or with any 
other device. 
 

   
 
 
Create your own Equation Library for the HP 50G with TreeBrowser and TreeBrowserBuilder 
 
The 50G Formula Browser and Editor helps you to create and organize your formulas quickly on your calculator into 
libraries. Either produce them directly on your calculator or build them in the emulator on your PC. 
 

   
 
Key in your equations with the 50G's built-in equation writer just the same way you have them in printed form or add 
existing equations to your personalized formula collection. Add a picture or graphic to each formula as a quick 
reference. Add a variable list to an equation, with units and notes.  
Solve your equations with any of the three built-in solvers. Concentrate on the task and let the calculator do the work 
what it can do best: 
Solving equations, needless to say including units (SI or English). 
 
Your stored formulas are shown in an easily navigated tree. The interface is self explanatory and gives you an overview 
of the possible functions at any time. A useful data set of over 300 science and engineering equations is included with 
the software. And an additional data set containing over 140 of the most common formulas of economics.  
 
Help is included. A manual gives step-by-step instruction on creating your own formula libraries. Share your formulas 
with other users and modify existing formulas to your specific needs. 
 
 
CAS Help 
 

   
 
More information is available through http://www.software49g.gmxhome.de.  E-mail: Software49G@gmx.de  
 


